REQUIRED READING


SUGGESTED READING


Find 23 synonyms for "required reading" and other similar words that you can use instead from our thesaurus. Need synonyms for required reading? Here's a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead. Noun. A book giving instructions or information. textbook, handbook, manual. words should be required reading for anyone in the justice system." That is what Anne Darley has been fighting so hard for, one of many forced to endure an agonising wait for answers. FAI welcome, but wait was unacceptable; The Voice of the North. I think this book should be required reading for anybody who thinks working for a startup in Silicon Valley would be fun. Let's Create a TV Show to Fix Silicon Valley. Feb 15, 2020 - Explore matteblaue's board "Required Reading." on Pinterest. See more ideas about Reading, Books and Books to read. Required Reading, Collection by S.M. Johnson. 999.